Food, farmers, and the future: Investigating prospects of increased food production within a national context

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and research problem

The international food crises of 2008 and 2011 were followed by a shift in national discourses and policies regarding agriculture and production (Almås and Campbell, 2012; Marsh, 2010). Umbrella terms such as “neoproductivism” (e.g. Evans, 2013; Wilson and Burton, 2015) were proposed to describe the shift, and “sustainable intensification” was launched as prescription for future agricultural development (e.g. Wezel et al., 2015). The change in rhetoric and prescriptions has been linked to a number of factors, such as global population growth, climate change, biofuel production, and shifting food consumption patterns in developing countries (Schneider et al., 2011). The rhetorical and political shift implies a transition from multifunctionality and production control to a focus on production and production increase. Recent policy tendencies in the direction of increased nationalism and protectionism globally strengthen the need to study the possibilities and challenges of increased food production within national contexts.1

First, despite the buzz-word “sustainable intensification”, the sustainability of many productivist strategies has been questioned (Fish et al., 2013; Lawrence et al., 2013; Marsh, 2010; Rosin, 2013; Tomlinson, 2013; Wirsenius et al., 2010). Second, it has become clear that the new productivism is not necessarily neo-liberal and market-oriented. There are multiple forms of new productivism (Evans, 2013; Wilson and Burton, 2015). In addition to market-

1 Salient examples from 2016 are Brexit in the UK and the election of Donald Trump as US president.
oriented tendencies, we may observe “cooperative neo-productivism” (Burton and Wilson, 2012) and “repositioned neo-productivism” that include elements from multifunctional agriculture (Bjørkhaug et al., 2012). All these terms suggest intensified land use, although it is not clear how the intensification will take place. Most seriously, we do not know to what extent new discourses and national goals on food production, food security, and intensified agriculture actually lead to growth in food production. This is the key question addressed in this article.

Exploring the driving forces for increased production and the factors that hinder it is not straightforward. Neither rhetorical changes nor political shifts translate directly into agricultural output. Farmers are the primary agents who implement new agricultural practices. Therefore, in order to know to what extent new discourses on food security and intensified agriculture lead to growth in food production, we must study farmers’ responses to these shifts and aggregate outputs over time. Furthermore, the forces that facilitate and hinder agricultural changes differ across the globe. In addition to specific agricultural conditions and markets for foodstuffs, general factors such as labor markets, welfare systems, and other economic conditions are likely to be influential. Food security and land use result from farmers’ actions, which are situated in a broader political economy. Understanding the strategies of British farmers, for instance, offers little guidance to comprehending Spanish agriculture; and knowing the conditions of dairy farmers does not explain grain production in the same country. Context is critical when analyzing agriculture and the prospects for change.

On this basis, we elaborate a way to analyze increased food production that takes into consideration the agricultural environment, the political economy of various agricultural production systems, and national and regional contexts. As a plausibility probe we have chosen Norway. Norway is a particularly interesting and demanding case in this respect.
because of the multifunctional and pluriactive character of its farming. In Norway, as in most other developed countries, various branches of agriculture differ markedly in terms of resource and labor use, market conditions, and integration in the wider economy.

This paper assesses the prospects for increased agriculture-based food production within a high-income country where the conditions for agriculture are somewhat marginal. Why has production increased or not increased? To achieve this purpose, we seek answers to these research questions:

1. How has agricultural production on the aggregate level and in specific production systems developed in Norway since 2000?
2. On the farm level, what strategies do farmers have in various production systems? How do they evaluate the prospects for increased production and the importance of various production factors as drivers and as obstacles to expansion?
3. How do the findings compare to other countries with more or less similar economic and political contexts?

Hence, the empirical study addresses a set of specific cases within Norwegian agriculture. The combination of rather challenging agricultural conditions and a politically relatively protected agricultural sector within a well-functioning liberal capitalist economy is directly comparable to relatively few other countries around the globe. Theoretically and methodologically, however, the study is relevant for any country or region where domestic agriculture plays some role in securing food for the population.²

² This study is most easily transferable to countries with political, economic and agricultural conditions that are similar to Norway’s. Based on international statistics, such countries are Switzerland, Iceland, Korea, Japan, Austria, and Finland. Source: http://data.worldbank.org. Typically, these countries export only small amounts of agricultural products and the state offers a relatively high degree of support to agriculture. Source: https://data.oecd.org/agriculture.htm. It must be noted, however, that well over 100 countries have less arable land per capita than Norway (0.15 ha/person), among them many EU countries.
1.2. The Norwegian context

In Norway, domestic agricultural products contribute about 45 percent of the food consumed by the country’s approximately 5 million inhabitants. In 2012 the Parliament approved, as a part of a new agricultural policy, a goal of a 20 percent increase in agricultural food production by 2030 to keep up with population growth. This was the main element in the government’s new goals for food security (Meld. St. 9, 2011-2012). Other goals were 1) agriculture across the whole country, 2) increased value creation, and 3) sustainable agriculture. While most of the policy goals differed only slightly from previous policies, a concrete goal of 20 percent increase was new. The practical application of the goal was reduced by a precondition that there should be sufficient demand in the domestic market. Moreover, no explicit changes in policy instruments to reach the goal was adopted. Yet, by holding up increased production as a political goal, the discourse changed from problems of overproduction to problems of food security. Thus, with reference to rising international demand for food, Norwegian policymakers adopted neo-productivist lines of thought (Tønnessen et al., 2014). The new conservative government taking office in 2013 confirmed in 2016 the goal of increased production, however without an exact percentage for the increase. The new government emphasize cost efficient production as a goal and have shifted subsidies to benefit larger farms (Meld. St. 11, 2016-2017), and thereby even more pushed policy in neo-productivist direction.

---

3 The remaining 55% of foodstuffs are supplied by imports (53%) and fish (2%) (Helsedirektoratet, 2015).
A recent study has shown that the agronomic potential for increased food production in Norway is between 10 and 20 percent under unchanged consumption patterns (Arnoldussen et al., 2014). As we will show, this potential is far from being realized.

Over a long period, the number of active farmers has declined by around 3 percent annually (Forbord et al., 2014) and labor productivity has risen correspondingly (Budsjettnemnda for jordbruket, 2015). Similar developments have taken place in other advanced economies. Yet farmers’ strategic choices must be understood within their specific contexts, and Norway is not an average case. Less than four percent of Norway’s land is suitable for agricultural use (Kartverket, 2015; Statistics Norway, 2015b). In many parts of the country much of the agricultural land is steep and scattered. In 2012, the total agricultural land constituted 1.1 million hectares, of which about 1.0 million hectares (88 percent) were in use (Arnoldussen et al., 2014). The country’s northern location means that the productivity of agricultural land is lower than in zones that are more temperate. Internationally, Norwegian agriculture is of limited significance. Nationally, the agricultural sector is small: agriculture makes up around 0.4 percent of GNP, and 2.7 percent of the labor force works in agriculture. The economy is to large extent based on ample access to fossil fuel and hydropower energy, and its unemployment rate is low. In sum, Norway is a wealthy welfare state with abundant energy and capital but a scarcity of agricultural land and available labor. Moreover, during the 1990s Norway (along with the EU and other countries) changed its agricultural policy in the direction of dampening traditional agricultural production and reducing subsidies, emphasizing alternative production, special foods, and strong environmental regulation.
1.3. Theoretical approach

Numerous studies have focused on the on-farm factors that influence farmers’ production preferences and practices. The approaches span agronomic to economic, structural, and cultural features. A combination of agronomic and management variables are shown to affect agricultural efficiency, sustainability, and performance (Bell et al., 2014; Dogliotti et al., 2014; Hansson, 2007; Kelly et al., 2012). Moreover, structural features, such as the size of fields and the distance between fields, as well as ownership of land, clearly matter (Demetriou et al., 2012; Forbord et al., 2014; Jabarin and Epplin, 1994; van Dijk, 2003).

Looking beyond the agronomic conditions, Bradshaw (2004) found output specialization to be a feature of productivism, while output diversification characterized post-productivism, and concluded that farmers specialize for reasons other than government subsidies. Gorton et al. (2008) showed that farmers retain a productivist mindset regardless of the orientation of agricultural policy. Other research has demonstrated that mindsets and cultural orientations influence farmers’ agricultural behavior (e.g. Burton, 2004; Burton et al., 2008).

The wider political economic context can be expected to affect agricultural production on farms. In political economic terms, pluriactivity and farm diversification may be significant because they create economic, cultural, and social links between agriculture and the political economy outside agriculture (for an early literature review, see Salter and Diehl (1940). Even though there are studies showing that factors such as regional labour markets and linkages with the regional economy heavily impact agricultural change (e.g. Eikeland and Lie, 1999; Knickel, 1997), most European and Norwegian studies have concentrated on factors internal to the agricultural sector. Pluriactivity is a key feature of farm families in Norway; most have additional income either from off-farm work or from diversified activities related to the farm (Vik and McElwee, 2011). In a study of the development of the Norwegian fishery sector that
follows the push-pull line of Fuguit’s (1959) reasoning, Johnsen and Vik (2013) found that the general development of the welfare state was important for individual decisions to leave fishing, as well as for structural developments in the fisheries. There is reason to believe that a similar logic applies to agriculture.

Thus, to understand the complexities of agricultural developments it is necessary to use an approach that combines on-farm factors with factors related to societal and economic factors outside agriculture. Farmers’ decisions about agricultural operations need to be analyzed in the context of macro-level phenomena, such as sectoral developments, labor markets, and the welfare state. Classic political economy contributions, such as Weingast and Wittman (2006) analysis of the availability and utilization of basic factors of production such as land, labor, and capital are useful in order to understand how the agricultural sector develops and connects to changes in the broader society. Such an approach acknowledges the interconnectedness of economy and politics in agricultural developments (Stilwell, 2012). Thus, in addressing a relative rare agricultural case, our article presents a study with wider applications in terms of its approach and logic.

2. Methods and data

2.1. Methods

The broad societal connectedness of agriculture as well as its multifunctional characteristics suggests that a multitude of factors influences food production. Therefore we chose a mixed method combining quantitative and qualitative data from various sources (Bryman, 2004). The types of data we used are: i) aggregated, national-level statistics on agricultural production output; ii) a national representative survey of farmers; and iii) in-depth interviews with a selection of farmers. To capture how various contexts influenced farmers,
we differentiated four production systems: a) milk production; b) grass-based meat production; c) combined pig and grain production; and d) grain production. In the Norwegian context, the systems are typically located in different parts of the country. In addition to varying in their inputs and outputs, these production systems also vary in terms of their centrality, connections to labor markets, market situations, and policy measures. Taken together, these four production systems contribute 80 percent of the food and nearly all of the feed produced in Norwegian agriculture (Budsjettnemnda for jordbruket, 2015). The four systems gave us a common framework for analysis across types of data and a structure for exploring the significance of the political economy in which agricultural food production is embedded.

2.2. Data

First, the study presents time series data on national level over the years 2000–2015 for the main categories of food and feed. Because the information that is readily available from public sources is fragmented and not always comparable, we had to compile data from various sources: Statistics Norway (2015a), Norske Felleskjøp (2016), and Budsjettnemnda for jordbruket (2015). In order to aggregate and compare the various products, we made new calculations using conversion parameters from mass to nutritional content in terms of energy; those for food are derived from Helsedirektoratet (2015)\(^4\), and those for feed from Norsk 4\(^5\)

\(^4\) The study was carried out within a cross-disciplinary project (Agopro) that researched ways to sustainably increase food production through enhanced agronomic practices. The four production systems constituted a general approach for the whole project. Source: http://www.bioforsk.no/ikhViewer/page/prosjekt/hovedtema?p_dimension_id=97437&p_menu_id=97449&p_sub_id=97437&p_dim2=97438

\(^5\) The totals for the annual aggregate agricultural production of food (Figure 1) were controlled and verified in e-mail on 20 October 2015 by Mads Svennerud, the person responsible for public statistics on food production at the Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research (NIBIO).
landbruksrådgivning (2015). We measured both food and feed in Terajoule (TJ). In order to detect underlying patterns and trends we applied two analytical tools: linear regression (Ringdal, 2007), and grouping in four-year sub-periods (Nilsen, 1998).

Second, we used quantitative data from a survey of Norwegian farmers in 2014. Our data come from the 2014 version of a large biennial survey, “Trends in Norwegian agriculture”. The survey maps key developments in Norwegian agriculture and concerns personal characteristics, productions, plans, attitudes, and motives of the farmers. In 2014, the survey consisted of answers from 1737 farmers. The response rate was 44.6 per cent. The survey has been shown to be representative of the farmer population in Norway (Storstad and Rønning, 2014).

In our analyses, we selected farmers whose operations corresponded to these four production systems. For each system, we addressed two questions: 1) farmers’ assessments of future production on the farm; and 2) farmers’ opinions on how the factors of land, labor, and capital influenced their likelihood to increase production. For capital we built on three statements reflecting different aspects of capital: technical (machinery, equipment, buildings), financial (operating capital and credit), and knowledge (immaterial capital). In addition, we included a question regarding what the farmers thought they could gain from increased production in terms of profitability.

Third, in order to develop a deeper understanding of the rationales behind, and context for, farmers’ production strategies and plans we conducted personal interviews with three farmers in each of the four production systems. We selected the farms by first analyzing municipal statistics on agricultural production and choosing one municipality to represent each

---

6 One TJ equals $10^7$ gigajoule (GJ), which equals $10^6$ megajoule (MJ), which equals $10^9$ kilojoule (kJ). The average daily consumption of food per inhabitant in Norway in 2014 was 11.600 kJ (2800 kcal).
production system. Next, we contacted the agricultural authorities in the municipality, informed them about the purpose of the project and asked if they could find 6-8 farmers that could be willing to be interviewed. We requested farmers in different age groups and parts of the municipality. We then chose three farms on the list and contacted the farmers, asking to visit and interview them, preferably with both partners on the farm and, if members of two generations farmed together, with both generations (see details in Table 1). As can be seen from Table 1, we did not succeed in recruiting full-time farmers with grain only. This is simply because such farmers hardly exist in Norway. Either grain farmers combine grain growing with another occupation (such as farmer D1) or with other agricultural productions (like farmers D2 and D3). That notwithstanding, farmers D2 and D3 have considerably larger areas of grain than the farmers in the combined pig & grain system (C). We based the interviews on a semi-structured guide we developed for this study. Each interview lasted 60–90 minutes and was carried out between November 2014 and March 2015. The interviews were transcribed and the texts coded and analyzed in NVivo10. In Table 1, we present background data for the 12 farms. We refer to the informants by using the code for the production system (A-D) with the farm number (1–3). For example, A2 is the second farmer in the production system “milk”.

Table 1: Key characteristics of interviewed farmers in the four production systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Farm #</th>
<th>Production on the farm</th>
<th>Time devoted to farming</th>
<th>Agricultural land used (owned + rented)</th>
<th>Animals</th>
<th>Milk production quota (1000 liters) (owned + rented)</th>
<th>Age category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

7 These municipalities and production systems were located in different regions: milk: western Norway; grass-based meat: northern Norway; pig and grain: mid-Norway; grain: southeastern Norway.
3. Results

3.1. Food and feed production

Food security is a multifaceted concept and may be analyzed on different levels and from the demand side (see, e.g., Richards et al., 2016) as well as the supply side; the study focuses only on supply. We start with Figure 1, which shows the aggregated production of food from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A= Milk</th>
<th>1**</th>
<th>Milk</th>
<th>Full-time</th>
<th>42 (10+32)</th>
<th>Around 40 milking cows</th>
<th>400 (100 + 300)</th>
<th>Young (&lt;40) Old (60+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>33 (9+24)</td>
<td>Around 50 milking cows</td>
<td>490 (130 + 360)</td>
<td>Young (&lt;40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3**</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>58 + pasture</td>
<td>Around 70 milking cows</td>
<td>700 (550 + 150)</td>
<td>Young (&lt;40) Old (60+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B= Grass-based meat production</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>30 (15+15) + pasture</td>
<td>200 ewes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle aged (40–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>43 (3+40) + pasture</td>
<td>110 ewes 20 calves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle aged (40–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cows</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>75 (0+75) + pasture</td>
<td>40 suckler cows</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle aged (40–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C= Combined pig and grain</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Pigs + grain</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>33 (20+13)</td>
<td>1400 slaughter pigs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Young (&lt;40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>Pigs + grain</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>15 (15+0)</td>
<td>60 sows, 1200 slaughter pigs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Young (&lt;40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>Pigs + grain</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>39 (39+0)</td>
<td>60 sows, 1400 slaughter pigs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle aged (40–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D= Grain</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>38 (38+0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Young (&lt;40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Pigs</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>120 (120+0)</td>
<td>2100 slaughter pigs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Turkeys</td>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>97 (76+21)</td>
<td>Up to 30,000 turkeys</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Couple
** Two generations
agriculture in Norway for the years 2000–2015 measured in Terajoule (TJ). We present the data in three ways. The solid line corresponds to the actual data. The straight line indicates the long-term trend (linear regression), while the stippled line shows the three-year moving average.

**Figure 1. Annual agricultural production of food in Norway 2000–2015**

The solid line shows that total annual food production over the 16-year period varied between 9000 and 14,000 TJ, with an average slightly below 12,000 TJ. The linear trend line shows that there was a long-term slight downward trend in total food production of nearly 1000 TJ, which corresponds to around a 0.5 percent annual decrease. Moreover, the stippled line indicates that there was a wave-like pattern in total food production.
The overall trends in agricultural food production hide some important differences that are revealed in Table 2.
Table 2: Agricultural production of food and feed in Norway 2000–2015: Energy content (TJ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Food Output in Terajoule (TJ)</th>
<th>Feed Output in Terajoule (TJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Produced output in Terajoule (TJ)</td>
<td>Grain for feed** 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milk (A)</td>
<td>Meat, cattle and sheep 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of food or feed production</td>
<td>Milk 1)</td>
<td>Meat, cattle and sheep 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milky (A)</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruminant meat (B)</td>
<td>4696</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain &amp; pigs (C); Grain (D)</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2003</td>
<td>4724</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2007</td>
<td>4699</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-2011</td>
<td>4648</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2015</td>
<td>4712</td>
<td>781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Except pasture. ** Except oil and protein seeds. *** Except eggs (annual production around 390 TJ (about 3 % of total agricultural food production).

Table 2 shows that the four production systems we have studied represent about 85 percent of total domestic agricultural food production in Norway; the other three food production systems make up 15 percent. The first row shows that the average annual total production of food was 11,709 TJ. Two of the four core products, milk and grain, contributed 68 percent of the total, while meat production from ruminants contributed 7 percent and another 10 percent came from pigs.

There are substantial differences between products when it comes to annual variations. Milk production was very stable, while food grain varied substantially from year to year. The production of grass-based meat varied less. By grouping the time-series data into four-year sub-periods, we see more details: i) milk production exhibited a slight downward trend in the first three periods and an upward trend in the last period; ii) ruminant meat production had a small downturn in the last two periods; iii) pig meat production experienced a steady upward trend over the whole period; and iv) food grain production varied considerably between periods. Since food grain constituted a significant proportion of total food production, this variation explains the wave-like pattern in total food production shown in Figure 1. The fluctuations for food grain can mainly be explained by shifting weather conditions leading to significant variations in both yields and quality (Helsedirektoratet, 2015). The right hand side of Table 2, which shows figures for three main categories of feed production, indicates that there was a small downward trend over the period as a whole.

---

8 The classification of grain for food depends on starch quality and protein content (Norske Felleskjøp, 2016), which are both affected by weather conditions, choice of species, and fertilization. Norway’s climatic conditions mean that food grain production is vulnerable. When the portion of food grain decreases, however, feed grain production tends to increase.

9 Grass from pasture is not included in the figures for feed. Production of feed on pastures has increased since 2000 due to conversion of marginal arable land into pasture (Arnoldussen et al., 2014).
In conclusion, we can say that the long-term trend in aggregate production over the entire period was a small decrease both for food and for feed. That decline appears to have stopped after 2012. However, it is too early to conclude that this represents a new trend. What we can say is that the significant differences between production systems indicate that explanations should not be sought on the general level. Rather, to be able to explain the observed patterns and assess future possibilities, we need to analyze the developments in each production system.

3.2. The milk production system (A)

Dairy production is central to Norwegian agriculture. Milk production alone made up 40 percent of food production in the period 2012–2015. Dairy production, together with most grass-based meat production, is located outside central Norway where the best agricultural land is located. Rather, it is found in marginal areas, in mountainous areas, along the coast line, and in the north. This pattern is a core element of the so called “canalization policy” that stems back to the 1950s (Almås 2004). The underlying idea was that to ensure enough production of meat, milk, and grain, it was necessary to ensure that land resources were used optimally. The policy aimed, above all, to avoid using the only areas that were suitable for producing grain for the production of milk and meat, which were relegated to marginal areas. This policy was implemented through quotas, region-specific support schemes, and transport subsidies. So grain production is located in the best agricultural areas in southeastern and central Norway, while grass-based animal production is located on the periphery.

Over the last decade a rapid structural development of the dairy sector has taken place (see e.g. Almås and Vik, 2015). Automated milking systems, together with relaxations of production restrictions, have led to increased scale, efficiency, and concentration. There are
still quota regulations, but a dairy farmer may now increase production up to 900,000 liters of milk annually by renting or buying milk quotas. If the farmer needs more land s/he may rent or buy available land in the region. On a systemic level, quotas may not be sold or rented outside of fixed quota regions, keeping the regional distribution relatively fixed. The farmer-owned dairy cooperative Tine SA is responsible for regulating overall production. If production exceeds the demand, Tine may lower production limits. Thus, although the overall production of milk has been relatively stable over time, the production system has become significantly more dynamic. Since most dairy production takes place outside the best agricultural areas, however, farmland is not always optimal for increased production. The canalization policy implies that dairy farms often are located where there are few well-paying job opportunities within and outside the agricultural sector. Available labor may also be short in supply, as these areas are sparsely populated.

Table 3 presents the plans of dairy farmers. The largest group (45 percent) foresee no change in production; more than a third (36 percent) expect to increase production, while one fifth (19 percent) think they will decrease or quit production.

Table 3. Farmers’ assessment of future development in production: Milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>How do you foresee development in production?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Milk production</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

Farmers’ choices are influenced by a multitude of factors. In order to understand what dairy farmers themselves see as restricting their ability to increase production, we asked them
to indicate the degree of their agreement or disagreement with a set of statements about possible limitations. The results are presented in Table 4.
Dairy farmers regard lack of access to labor and land as the two main factors that restrict increases in production: almost half (49 percent) completely or partly agree that access to labor is a limitation, and the same proportion (48 percent) holds that opinion about access to land. One fourth (24 percent) think that increasing production would not be profitable. Dairy farmers see other factors as less important (15 percent identify lack of machinery, 13 percent identify lack of credit, and 5 percent identify lack of knowledge as limiting factors). To understand the reasoning behind these answers, we turn to the interviews with dairy farmers.

In milk production, land is important in order to produce coarse fodder and dispose of manure. To some degree, however, capital in the form of concentrated feed or more fertilizer may be substituted for land. Farmers who have invested in automatic milking systems (AMS) and new barns use significant amounts of feed concentrates. Farmer A1 said that cost was an important reason, as feed concentrates “are relatively cheaper per feed unit.” But he and the
other two milk producers saw this as a situation they wanted to escape. Farmer A1 explained: “I got an offer to rent more milk quota and lease more land”, so increasing production “has in a way come easily”. Yet he did not plan for further growth; rather, his strategy for improving the operation was to produce more of his own, high quality fodder to replace some of the concentrated feed he had to purchase. He thought that competition for decent farmland and the amount of labor required to grow fodder led farmers to use concentrates. Farmer A2 shared this opinion: “Much land is not in use because it is laborious”. This farmer said that he could raise more grass by renting neighboring farms. Farmer A3’s strategy was to fertilize his existing fields more heavily in order to obtain higher yields of grass.

These dairy farmers had quite different patterns of labor. Two were full-time farmers, while the third (A2) operated a quarry as well. This business influenced his priorities: “I am not seeking honors from the dairy company. I have a pragmatic approach. […] Rather, I forego 100,000 NOK in milk production to gain a couple of million from the other business.” Farmer A1, a young unmarried man who worked alongside his father on the farm, had a different attitude. He proudly showed us that he was among those farmers with the highest production per cow. He had worked hard for this result: “Some farmers choose to invest little and work more in order to have more money left for private life. I prefer to spend less money privately and have a nice time at work”. He had invested heavily, in both capital and labor, to build a modern production unit with AMS. Neither of the two full-time farmers was motivated to make such heavy capital investments by a wish to work less. As farmer A3 said, “Thinking that investing in a robot will eliminate work is stillborn. Without work you do not obtain results.”

Labor is short in supply for these milk producers. Although two of them run the farm together with the older generation, other family members do not take an active part in the
work. “Hiring local people here is very difficult. Some larger farms have hired foreign workers, though,” said farmer A1. For the farmers we spoke with, it seemed that the natural limit in terms of labor was what they (and, in some cases, their older relative or partner) could find time for, given the available technology. Investments were always an option, but hiring foreign workers was not a step they would willingly take.

Milk production is capital intensive. All the milk producers we interviewed had invested heavily in technology such as AMS, automated feeding systems, and harvesting equipment for fodder (bales and/or silage). These technological changes had been accompanied by increases in production, not simply because they facilitated it, but also because they made it financially imperative. Milk production became less dependent on available agricultural land. Thus, making the operation more capital intensive led to more efficient use of land and labor.

Two preconditions were necessary. First, they all had access to capital by obtaining credit from their local banks and through national investment schemes. They also used non-farm sources of income in periods of heavy investment. Second, political changes in the regulation of the dairy sector made expansion permissible. The balance of labor, capital, and land use is the result of political choices as well as socioeconomic reasoning.

3.3. The grass-based meat production system (B)

In Norway, grass-based meat comes mainly from cattle and sheep (ruminants). Most ruminant meat production, like milk production, takes place in the more marginal agricultural areas. In contrast to milk production, however, ruminant meat production is labor extensive and has low profit margins. Consequently, most meat producers hold jobs outside agriculture. Production is not regulated through quotas; rather, the level of support varies with regional
location and farm size. The farmers’ cooperative Nortura SA, which is responsible for regulating meat production, does so through a target price system, quotas and fees on imports.

In recent years, in response to an observed undersupply of lamb as well as beef, the government has stimulated increased production through greater support for investment in large farm buildings and the reduction or partial removal of ceilings on support for animals and land. Table 5 shows how grass-based meat producers foresee future production on their farm.

Table 5. Farmers’ assessment of future development in production: Grass-based meat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>How do you foresee development in production? Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grass-based meat</td>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

The plans of these two groups of farmers have rather similar distributions: about two-fifths of cattle and sheep producers (30 percent and 28 percent respectively) foresee an increase, while about one-sixth of cattle and sheep producers (17 percent and 18 percent respectively) foresee reducing or quitting production. Just over half of those in both groups foresee no change. Thus, around 70 percent of farmers who produce grass-based meat do not expect to increase production.

To get a better grasp of what lies behind these expectations, we analyzed their responses to a set of statements about factors limiting increased production; the results are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Farmers’ assessment of factors influencing increased production: Grass-based meat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>To what extent do you agree with the statement?</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>Partly agree</td>
<td>Neither/ nor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>“I lack access to farmland to be able to increase production”</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>“I will not increase production because I cannot work more than I do”</td>
<td>1377</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>“I lack required machinery and equipment to increase production”</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I do not want to increase production because I lack access to credit/loans”</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I lack required knowledge to increase production”</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit-</td>
<td>“Increased production will not be profitable on my farm”</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) In relation to rest of sample. * Significant on 5 % level ** Significant on 1 % level

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

For farmers who produce grass-based meat, as for dairy farmers, lack of access to more land and labor are most critical in limiting production: half (51 percent) view a lack of labor as restricting, and a substantial proportion (44 percent) view a shortage of land as limiting. Lack of access to financing or knowledge is rarely seen as a hindrance. Half (52 percent) of them think that increasing production would be profitable. Let us take a more detailed look at how grass-based meat producers are affected by these various factors.

Access to grassland is critical for this production system. In the municipality in northern Norway where the grass-based meat producers we interviewed are located, most agricultural land is in use. According to Farmer B2, “The outfield grassland here is fantastic.” Farmer B1 has increased sheep production gradually since she started farming. The main factor, she said, “is the [outfield] grassland. Because of that I have capacity [to produce].”
In Norway, there is a long indoor feeding season, so farmers need land for the production of winter forage. The distance from those fields to the farmstead is important. Farmer B1 stated that, despite the abundant outfield grassland, “Neither I nor my husband is interested in driving for miles after forage.” B2, a sheep farmer who had expanded over 30 years by renting and improving land, experienced similar challenges. His parcels of land were scattered over a huge area, requiring a great deal of transport. Even though he is sometimes offered more land, he stated: “I feel that I am at the [upper] limit when it comes to land.” For him, the limitation pertains not to the land itself but rather to his own labor capacity. Farmer B3 runs a farm with suckler cows. He said: “When you have 25 km to 10 hectares there and 25 km to 10 hectares there, then . . . I spend some work hours on the road rather than on the farmland . . . So land is perhaps the biggest uncertainty factor.” He did not expect to increase his herd of suckler cows further. The scattering of the many plots he utilizes is the key problem: “I do not have time. [. . . ] I cannot hire 30 farmers to look after the 30 parcels that I rent.” Thus, in regions where agricultural land is scarce and geographically dispersed, pressure is put on labor as well.

For the sheep farmers, despite abundant grazing land in the mountains, the predator situation makes the land there less attractive. Farmer B2 explained how it reduced his motivation: “For us, if we lose 10–12 sheep a year, that is not a big problem. However, if we lose 40–50 sheep a year, then it is over. [. . . ] We do not farm in order to make our animals suffer.” Even though abundant outfield grassland is available, which is quite typical of many marginal agricultural regions in Norway, its scattered location of land and the carnivore situation make usable land a scarce resource.

The households of the farmers who produced grass-fed meat were more pluriactive than those of the dairy farmers we interviewed. Farmer B1 took care of the farm and the kids while
her husband worked full time in the public sector. On farm B2, both partners held off-farm jobs. Farmer B3 worked part time as a machine entrepreneur. In this region, the public sector is the major employer, but small towns also offer job opportunities in the private sector. As in milk production, meat production is rewarding. But labor is a scarce resource. As farmer B1 put it: “I am a total control freak. 200 sheep I can manage myself. 300 . . . then I need help. And this help does not exist. [Moreover] I will not drive full speed economically. [ . . . ] I am looking for a nice harmony.”

While the dairy farmers had a lot to say about technology, the farmers who produced grass-fed meat were less concerned about technology. Farmer B2 mentioned the choice of sheep breeds and cooperation among farmers to increase the availability and lower the cost of machinery and equipment. Farmer B1 cited technological improvement as a motivation for farming and wanted to expand the barn and thus production, but both the limits of her labor capacity and the problems with utilizing mountain grazing because of predators made her dubious concerning future expansion. In contrast to the dairy farmers, none of these farmers considered increasing production through using feed that is more concentrated. None of the grass-fed meat producers mentioned lack of access to credit as a limiting factor.

3.4. The combined pig and grain production system (C)

Grain production can conveniently be combined with other activities on or off the farm. One common combination, especially in mid-Norway, is pigs and grain. Farmers may raise piglets and fatten pigs, or just fatten pigs. Table 7 shows how farmers who combine pig and grain production see future developments in these two operations. Three out of five (60 percent) foresee no increase or decrease in either product. Regarding grain production, these farmers regard the prospects rather favorably: one third (33 percent) foresee an increase, only
7 percent plan on a reduction, and none expects to quit. Regarding pig production, in contrast, one fifth (21 percent) foresee increasing it, while one sixth (17 percent) expect to reduce or terminate it.

Table 7. Farmers’ assessment of future development in production: Combined pig and grain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>How do you foresee development in the production?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig &amp; grain</td>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

Table 8 shows how farmers combining pig and grain production see the factors limiting increased production.

Table 8. Farmers’ assessment of factors influencing increased production: Combined pigs and grain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>To what extent do you agree with the statement?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>“I lack access to farmland to be able to increase production”</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>“I will not increase production because I cannot work more than I do”</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>“I lack required machinery and equipment to increase production”</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I do not want to increase production because I lack access to credit/loans”</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I lack required knowledge to increase production”</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Profitability  “Increased production will not be profitable on my farm”  61  7  5  20  29  39  .040*

1) In relation to rest of sample.  * Significant on 5 % level  ** Significant on 1 % level
Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

Very few of these farmers see lack of access to machinery, credit, or knowledge as a limitation. Regarding land and labor, there is a rather even distribution between those who see them as limiting factors and those who do not. Perhaps this pattern reflects the fact that grain production depends heavily on land, while pig production, especially raising piglets, is labor intensive. Very few of the farmers view lack of profitability as a hindrance to increased production.

For farmers with combined grain and livestock production, land has an extended function. As farmer C3 put it: “You cannot escape the fact that land matters. I could well double pig production, but at some point that would be in disproportion to the available land”. Land is necessary to dispose of the manure from livestock, both due to regulations and necessity. Farmer C2 had solved this problem by cooperating with a neighboring grain farmer who spread all the manure and, in return for the labor, used the surplus on his own farm. Another neighboring farmer emptied chicken manure into the manure storage, resulting in improved fertilizer. All three farmers who combined grain and pig production tried to increase the productivity of their land through such measures as improved drainage and better agronomy. Their situations with regard to land differed, however. Farmers C1 and C2 were both young and expanding their operations, but C1 had options to lease more land in his area, while all the available land in C2’s area was already rented out. In contrast, C3, an older farmer, was satisfied with the amount of land he utilized, all of which he owned.

These farmers had expanded or planned to expand production because they saw this as necessary for survival as farmers. As farmer C1 said: “To farm properly today, it must be
industrial farming”. But he warned against becoming too big, because then one can lose control. Farmer C3 commented that they had had a hired worker on the farm until the late 1970s, and when this worker retired, they no longer had enough labor to continue diversified production and decided to specialize in pigs and grain. He (the husband) then said: “There are farmers around here that expand their production through hiring labor in order to obtain more time off. To me that seems rather meaningless. [. . .] But clearly, over the recent years more foreign labor has come to this district. Most of them work on dairy farms and in vegetable production.”

For the combined grain and pig farmers, livestock production requires more capital investment than grain production. The couple on farm C2 experienced a much more family friendly labor situation after investing in a new barn with automatic feeding. They no longer have to feed the pigs manually every morning and afternoon. As the wife, who works full-time on the farm and has the responsibility for the pigs said: “Now, I can work when the kids are at school, and be with them in the afternoon”. Moreover, they were able to double their pig production, and the pigs grew much faster in the new barn than in the old barn. So this capital investment has led to both increased production and decreased labor, improving the farmers’ quality of life.

3.5. The grain production system (D)

Grain production in Norway takes place mostly in the southeastern low land, where much of the best arable land is located. However, grain production at the scale that is normal in Norway is usually combined with off-farm work or other operations on the farm, even though these farms are among the largest in the country. Moreover, as we have seen in the statistics on food and feed production (shown in Table 2, section 3.1), grain yields are unpredictable
and vary a great deal from year to year. Consequently, the availability of employment opportunities is crucial. Fortunately, for historical reasons most grain-producing areas are located near Norway’s largest and most attractive labor markets.

As Table 9 shows, most grain farmers (70 percent) foresee no change, while more of them (19 percent) expect to increase than to reduce or terminate production (13 percent). Despite the large fluctuations in yields, grain farming seems to be relatively stable compared with any form of livestock production.

Table 9. Farmers’ assessment of future development in production: Grain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>How do you foresee development in the production?</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014

In the specialized grain production system, lack of access to land and labor are regarded as the most limiting factors: a slight majority (53 percent) agree completely or partly that lack of land is limiting, while just under half (48 percent) see lack of access to labor as a limitation. The labor requirements for grain production vary seasonally, with a substantial concentration of work during spring and autumn. Since these farmers normally work outside the farm, they cannot do much more labor themselves. Lack of access to capital and knowledge was seen as important by only a few. Although a majority (53 percent) of grain farmers view increased production as profitable, only a minority (19 percent) expect to increase production. Thus, lack of profitability alone is a poor explanation for the failure to increase grain production.
Table 10. Farmers’ assessment of factors influencing increased production: Grain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>To what extent do you agree with the statement?</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>Partly agree</td>
<td>Neither/ nor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>“I lack access to farmland to be able to increase production”</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>“I will not increase production because I cannot work more than I do”</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>“I lack required machinery and equipment to increase production”</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I do not want to increase production because I lack access to credit/loans”</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I lack required knowledge to increase production”</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>“Increased production will not be profitable on my farm”</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) In relation to rest of sample. * Significant on 5 % level ** Significant on 1 % level

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014.

For grain farmers, large parcels of relatively flat land with straight edges allow for efficiency in planting and harvest. Modern grain production demands a quality of land that is found only in a few places in Norway. Such land is expensive to rent or buy, while land that is more marginal is cheap but inconvenient, especially for food grain production. Fragmentation of parcels adds to the problem. As farmer D3 emphasized: “If the question is access to more farmland, my main interest is to establish a functional farming unit around here. I cannot think of driving 20 km to operate an extra 20–30 hectares”. The grain farmers could be interested in operating more land, but not if the price was too high or its location made operating it cumbersome. In consequence, the grain farmers we spoke with had a sharp focus on improving yields through drainage and crop rotation. “Obtaining high yields has always been my goal,” said farmer D2; he grew several types of grain in order to reduce weather-related risks.
From the interviews, we learned that these farmers were continually considering whether they should work off the farm or, alternatively, run the farm full time by adding other specialized operations. Farmer D1 worked full time off the farm, as did his partner, but they had flexible jobs so they could put in the necessary hours during the busy seasons. The husband cooperated with a neighbor in the use of machinery, which increased his capacity. Farmer D2, who operated a very large farm in Norwegian terms and cultivated both conventional grain and special seed grain, was skeptical about having another occupation in addition to farming: “I think that would be hectic. I think it would reduce the quality of some farming operations”. Farmer D3, who had a much smaller farming unit, combined grain production with raising turkeys and some off-farm activities. All three grain farmers were highly conscious of how much work they invested on and off the farm, and the balance they struck was closely connected to the amount of land they operated.

For the grain farmers, technological issues for the most part concerned machinery and its financing. Farmers D1 and D3 both cooperated on machinery with their neighbors and regarded this solution as very important. Farmer D1 had made heavy investments in both buildings and machinery that were financed partly through credit; farm borrowing was, in effect, subsidized by off-farm labor, which is seen as normal across production systems. Farmer D2, who had a larger farm, had put great effort into draining his land and purchased his own machines. He pointed to the ease of operating machinery: “The combines today, you push a button, and then they set themselves”.

4. Discussion

All forms of agricultural production require land, labor, and capital. Access to agricultural land is crucial, and lack of access to suitable land is one of the two most important barriers
that farmers identify to increasing production. The farmers we interviewed were not especially short of land for their current operations, however. The history of their farms varied, but several farmers stated that the opportunity to buy or rent more land had been crucial to their farm’s previous growth. Since this connection has also been found in previous studies (Storm et al., 2015), we calculated the correlation between farm size (the amount of all agricultural land operated by the farmer) and the farmer’s assessment of his or her farm’s future development.\textsuperscript{10}

### Table 11. Correlation between amount of farmland and farmers’ assessment of future development in production(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production system</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Future development in production in relation to farm size (land) (Pearson Correlation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>.242**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass-based meat</td>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>.182**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>.159**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigs &amp; grain</td>
<td>Pigs</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>.244**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*\* Significant on 1 \% level.

Source: Centre for Rural Research, Trend-survey 2014; see Storstad and Rønning (2014).

For four of the five products, there are significant correlations between farm size and the farmer’s plans to increase, continue, decrease, or quit production. The correlations are strongest for milk production and grain production (.242 and .244 respectively).\textsuperscript{11} For cattle and sheep production, the correlation is weaker, but still significant. For pig production there is no significant correlation. These findings make sense, in that pig production is not dependent on fodder produced on the farm, while the other four products are directly

\textsuperscript{10} Note that correlations for the combined pig and grain production have been calculated separately and not within the combination ("pig & grain" system).

\textsuperscript{11} Correlations can be in the interval -1 to 1. A coefficient of 1 (or -1) means total (perfect) correlation.
dependent on the farm’s agricultural land. Yet for all five products, the correlation coefficient is far below 1, which indicates that many other factors also influence farmers’ plans for future production.

In the quantitative data, inadequate access to labor was the factor that most farmers emphasized as a hindrance to increased production. On a macro level, this limitation is to be expected in an oil-dependent, high-income welfare state such as Norway. Labor is costly, and during the process of industrialization and urbanization the rural districts supplied both industry and the growing public sector with labor, while technological innovations increased labor productivity in agriculture (see e.g. Almås, 2004; Almås, 2009). The micro-level experience of recruiting, retaining, and deploying labor in farming however, requires more consideration.

Labor as a factor of production is not necessarily about financial costs. Significantly, the farmers we interviewed hardly ever addressed the direct cost of labor. Hiring labor was not a topic of direct concern. The implications of both labor costs and labor scarcity are visible indirectly, however. Paid labor is one thing, but family labor is another, and the quality of family life matters to Norwegian farmers. Even in the modern economy of 2015, the dual logic of labor costs resembles Amartya Sen’s (1966) findings. The fact that farmers have reached the limit of the labor they can do themselves does not mean that they look for labor to hire. Indeed, one reason why farmers do not want to increase production is that they fear losing control by delegating the work to others and being dependent on others.

Most Norwegian farmers are pluriactive or have diversified their agricultural activities. Therefore the household economy and labor situation are complex. For some, agriculture does not come out on top in a cost-benefit analysis. Most of the farmers we interviewed held that farm work paid off, though. The picture that emerges from the interviews is that most farmers
see labor through the lens of the “family farm”. Within this frame, the optimal amount of labor is the labor the farmer and to some degree, the farm family can manage by themselves. The volume of production reaches a barrier when farmers approach the ceiling of available family labor.

To a large degree, the development of modern agriculture and land use is characterized by the systematic replacement of labor by capital—that is, by purchased inputs and technology. The survey shows that capital in its various forms rarely constitutes a hindrance to increasing production in the Norwegian context. Most of the farmers had up-to-date machinery for transportation, working on the land, and operations in the barn. For Norwegian farmers, investment in technology is necessary in order to complete operations within a short window of opportunity during the growing season. Climatic conditions make the speed with which outdoor tasks can be performed crucial. Farmers need quite a lot of machinery in order to manage planting and harvesting within the available time.

High levels of mechanization in the barn are also widespread. For instance, all the milk producers we interviewed had installed automated milking systems operated by robots, as well as automated feeding systems. This change had been accompanied by an increase in production on these farms, which was due partly to the new barn’s capacity and partly to the greater use of concentrated feed. More intensive feeding, in turn, facilitated milking the cows more often than twice per day. Indeed, automated milking and feeding is so expensive that substantially increased production is financially imperative. Milk production becomes more capital intensive, less dependent on available agricultural land in the locality, and more efficient in utilizing labor. In an economy with relatively abundant access to capital and scarcities of both suitable labor and agricultural land, such farming strategies makes sense. Moreover, the capital costs of investment and expansion in agriculture in the Norwegian
political and economic context are subsidized through off-farm work, either the farmer’s own or the partner’s own work or the parents’ off-farm income. Therefore, off-farm employment is crucial to the question of increasing production as well as stabilizing income. Without the self-subsidizing from off-farm work, many farms would not be able to increase production or renew their means of production.

The observed pattern of farmers’ responses confirms the general picture of the Norwegian agricultural economy. Labor is expensive, and agricultural land is scarce and scattered. When we include machinery, credit, and knowledge in the more general category of capital, the overall picture is clear: capital is not experienced as a serious barrier to increased food production on farm level in the present situation, while many farmers experience access to adequate supplies of land and labor as hindrances. At the same time, the survey reveals important differences among farmers’ viewpoints, since only two thirds of them agree with these statements concerning land and labor. There are important regional differences in the quality and use of agricultural land (Arnoldussen et al., 2014; Forbord and Vik, 2014). In productive areas, increases in production are limited because nearly all agricultural land is in use. In marginal areas it is difficult to increase production because the available agricultural land is less adequate (Forbord et al., 2014).

What can this investigation of a specific case tell us about the possibilities for increasing agricultural production? We have focused our study on farm-level factors that apply to any type of agriculture around the globe. In the specific context of Norway, we have identified structural shortages of land and labor as critical barriers. If increased production were achieved through utilizing more land and more labor, this would have to be supplied from sources that are external to existing farms, through a net increase in the quantity of agricultural land (for example, by bringing more land under cultivation) and in the supply of
labor. There was a considerable influx of foreign labor to Norwegian agriculture (especially in the fruit and vegetable sectors) after the liberalization of European labor markets in 2005 (Holm, 2012). As we have shown (Table 2), however, this extra labor has not resulted in significant increases in production. Some new land has been brought into cultivation in Norway since 2000 (Grønlund, 2015), but an equivalent amount of farmland has been converted to other purposes (such as public infrastructure), so the net supply of agricultural land has remained unchanged.

Hence, somewhat paradoxically, the most relevant opportunity to increase agricultural production in a political and economic setting such as Norway seems to be found in capital, the factor that few farmers experience as a barrier. On individual farms, the more intensive use of capital may increase the productivity of both land and labor. In fact, one of the most salient characteristics of the modernization of agriculture has been the replacement of labor by various forms of capital. In the period we have studied since 2000, Norwegian farmers have invested heavily in machinery and equipment, raising productivity, but without any increase in the aggregate output of food. During the period from 1970 to 2000, however, the development of new varieties of wheat adapted for climatic conditions in Norway led to increases in both productivity and production. From a situation with almost no production of food grain early in the 1970s,\(^\text{12}\) production increased to an average of nearly 3000 TJ annually over the next 30 years (Bjørnstad, 2010), and now (as shown in section 3.1) contributes nearly 30 per cent to the total domestic food supply in an average year. Better agronomic knowledge and practices (immaterial capital) and the cultivation of more oil seeds and protein crops (Arnoldussen et al., 2014) could also contribute to increased production (Bioforsk, 2013).

---

\(^{12}\) Unpublished statistics by Anne Kjersti Uhlen, Norwegian University of Life Sciences, 2016.
Moreover, the fastest growing agricultural product in Norway in recent years has been chicken. Production has more than doubled since the 1990s, based to large extent on automation technology and breeding, much of which is supplied from abroad (Vik and Bjørkhaug, 2015).

5. Conclusion

Focusing on the farm level and individual productions is important, but not sufficient to understand the range of possibilities for enhanced food production. In addition to research and development, policy regimes and market demand influence the amount of food farmers produce. Food production is one of several goals in agricultural policy in many high-income countries, not only in Norway (Meld. St. 11, 2016-2017) but also in the EU (European Commission, 2010). Within a state budget, optimizing food production can reduce the possibility of attaining other policy goals, such as environmental conservation, value creation, and local community development (Rosin, 2013). Reserving the market for domestic food production is also challenging in a small, open economy as Norway, where foreign trade is crucial. The state can facilitate the creation of a domestic market for some products, as Norway has been doing for food grain (Forbord, 2015; Norske Felleskjøp, 2008). In addition, high quality domestic products may be preferred in the domestic market (Schermer, 2006).

Nevertheless, neither the international commodity price shocks in 2008 and 2011 nor the consequent adoption of a national goal of increased food production in 2012 ha led to a significant increase in agricultural food production in Norway. The Norwegian case resembles the trend in another small, high-income nation, New Zealand, but with the opposite sign. In New Zealand the price shocks did not change the prevailing productivist tendency in the
pastoral farming sector towards less intensive land use (Rosin, 2013). In Norway, the same shocks did not trigger a change in the opposite direction, from less towards more intensive agriculture. In both cases, the lack of change can be attributed to the integrative forces of prevailing political regimes and agricultural practices. These have a tendency to be path dependent, requiring rather strong measures to be altered. In the Norwegian case, the use of policy instruments has been too weak for the new goal to be achieved. Given the tight connections between the agricultural sector and the rest of the society on both micro and macro levels, ranging from family labor preferences to public policy and economic systems, we may well doubt whether the radical goal of 20 per cent increase in food production will ever be reached. More realistically, the goal may lead to some increase in the production of some commodities where the market demand is sufficient and suits domestic products: at the moment, in food grains, certain vegetables, ruminant meat, and pigs’ meat. Moreover, there are potentials to increase yields and quality of coarse fodder, leading to an increase in the proportion of domestic fodder in the livestock productions (Simonsen, undated). However, even if the 20 per cent goal should be attained, Norway would still have to rely on significant imports of various foods.
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